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Residential, commercial and industrial 



We at Fire Forensics are leading experts in fire and explosion investigation in Australia and abroad, 

and have offered our clients thorough and impartial fire investigation services for over 40 years.  

Our team of qualified and experienced specialists solve the puzzle of fire, providing an overall 

understanding of a fire or explosion event from the ignition through to the spread and development. 

From garden sheds to homes, offices, factories and warehouses, we break down where, how and 

why a fire started, what fuel and ignition source was involved and how the fire spread through 

the structure. 

We uncover the cause and establish the truth of the incident, identifying whether the fire was started 

accidentally or deliberately. We’re with you every step of the way, and can provide expert witness 

testimony and evidence in court where required, as well as expert findings on individual or corporate 

responsibility, legal liability, compliance with legislation and standards, and many other factors 

required by our clients. 

Our professional and prompt system of investigation and reporting sets us apart in the industry, 

and we take pride in our exemplary standards of client services and scientific techniques. We 

aim to provide our clients with a comprehensive yet easy to understand report that explains the 

unique set of conditions in the house or business that led to the fire at hand. Through our thorough 

investigations, we uncover all available evidence to determine who is responsible or may be 

financially liable. We also analyse fire scenes for potential cost recovery where there are faulty 

appliances, deliberate acts or negligence.  

We pride ourselves on our ability to communicate complex technical concepts into easy to 

understand event sequences for our clients and their staff, and ultimately judges and juries. Working 

thoroughly, lawfully and professionally, we are committed to solving the puzzle of fire for our clients 

with the highest levels of personal, legal and corporate integrity.

Please contact us at office@fireforensics.com.au or go to www.fireforensics.com.au for more 

information on our services.


